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Polymer-like carbon (PLC) films are capable of providing a near-frictionless lubrication state in dry inert 
atmosphere. However, the superlubricity state of PLC films exhibit strong dependence on both internal 
properties of the film and external working conditions, and the underlying mechanisms are not well 
comprehended. Here, we present structural analysis of sliding interfaces of PLC with varied deposition ion 
energy. The influencing mechanisms of normal load, sliding velocity, temperature and gaseous molecules were 
studied on the perspective of structure evolution of the contact surfaces. These results can provide guidance for 
more effective applications of PLC films in sever engineering condition.  
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1. Introduction 

The superlubricity behavior of PLC films exhibits 
enormous potential applications in future mechanical 
systems. However, the influencing mechanisms of film 
structure and working conditions on the superlubricity of 
PLC films are multifaceted and interrelated, which 
posted uncertainties for their application in sever 
engineering condition [1][2]. This study is aiming at 
uncovering the influencing mechanism of normal load, 
sliding velocity, temperature and gaseous molecules on 
the structural evolution of contact surfaces of PLC films, 
and finding optimal deposition ion energy to adapt the 
interference of variation of working condition. The 
results could provide further understandings for the 
application of PLC films.  

2. Methods 

A series of PLC films was synthesized via ion beam 
deposition (IBD) system with different ion energy. The 
film morphology and bonding structure were 
characterized with SEM, AFM, XPS and Raman spectra 
respectively. The mechanical properties of the film were 
probed by nanoindentation. Then, the PLC films were 
tribo-tested against steel balls in vacuum with varied 
normal load, sliding speed and temperature. Also, the 
experiments were conducted in different pressure of 
nitrogen and oxygen to probe the influences of gaseous 
molecules. After friction tests, wear tracks on the PLC-
deposited wafer as well as scars on the counterpart ball 
were characterized by XPS, Raman spectra and TEM to 
unveil the evolution of bonding structure during friction. 

3.  Results 

The results of XPS and Raman spectra indicated that the 
PLC films were highly hydrogenated and rich in sp2 
bonding structure. When the ion energy reaches above 
surface penetration threshold, the dominating growth 
mechanism shifted from surface chemical deposition to 
subplantation, leading to significant changes in hydrogen 
content, bonding structure and mechanical property of 
PLC films. Moreover, PLC films synthesized under ion 
energy responded to the increase of normal load 
differently that high-energy-deposited PLC films 
exhibited a deteriorated duration of superlubricity state, 

while low-energy-deposited PLC films exhibited a 
decrease of friction coefficient. PLC films deposited with 
ion energy closing to theoretical penetration threshold 
exhibited the superior superlubricity properties in 
vacuum.  With the increase of sliding speed, the wear rate 
of PLC films significantly increased, which was in 
accordance with the decreasing tendency of recovery rate 
of nano-indents with increased strain rate. The influence 
of temperature varies in different environments that a 
higher temperature of 200℃ will cause an increase of 
friction coefficient in vacuum but decrease in air. Further 
experiments shown that small amount of oxygen and 
nitrogen higher than 0.1 Pa can significantly reduce the 
wear rate of PLC films compared with that in vacuum.  

4. Discussion 

The results highlighted the diversity of influencing 
factors on superlubricity of PLC films. Both the 
mechanical strength deriving from sp3 bonded carbon 
network and well-passivated sliding surface by hydrogen 
played pivotal roles for the superlubricity of PLC films. 
These two competitive properties can reach an optimized 
combination for superlubricity with deposition ion 
energy around surface penetration threshold. On the other 
hand, the applied normal load, sliding velocity and 
temperature had significant influences on the tribo-
induced phase transformation and the establishment of 
transferlayer on the counterpart, which were the basic 
mechanism for the superlubricity of PLC films. The anti-
wear behaviour of nitrogen and oxygen molecules was 
possibly deriving from their ability to restrain the 
detachment of hydrogen and limiting the migration of 
sliding interfaces due to the formation of crossing-
surface bonding. These new understandings can provide 
guidance for the design and application of PLC films in 
engineering as a superior anti-friction protective layer.   
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